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Abstract

In this thesis the writer describes about the emotional expression that indicate “sad, anger, and happy” which are emotional in into the wild movie by Sean Penn. This study has two purposes: (1) to describe the type of sad, anger, happy expression (2) to describe the form of emotional expression the writer applies. In this research, the writer uses pragmatic to support the research in analysing the data. Pragmatic is a study of context. Context and function in pragmatic cannot be separated because the function of the language can only be observed from its context. Levinson (983:9) defines pragmatic as the study of just those of the relationship between language and context that are relevant to the writing of grammar. Context theory by Chaer (2007: 290), The writer expects that the result of this research can give a contribution to linguistic studies especially in pragmatic field. In this research, the writer will descriptive method. The data taken from internet and use Descriptive method. Descriptive method is the method of the research that is done on the fact and phenomena that are found and exist in the society (Sudaryanto, 1993:62). The writer analyzing with Golleman theory about the type and the form of emotional expression. There are still much less in this research, it is caused by the writer is limited by knowledge, time, and also experience. The writer gave some stating, claiming and suggestion to the reader in order to make the reader interesting.
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Introduction

Language, in fact, is one of the important communication tools for people to communicate. By using the language, people can express their feelings and thoughts through words. In addition, to express their feeling or thought more clearly, people usually use speech act to show the feeling emotion while speaking, and to
make listener became more understand about what the speaker talking about.

According to Staats (1975:78) emotional divided into two types. First, type is positive emotional state, which is said to be glad, happy, joyful, in love, delighted, pleased, and so on. The other type is negative emotional state, which may also be spoken as angry, upset, hateful, fearful, unhappy and so on. Therefore, anger and happy are negative and positive emotional state.

A **gesture** is a form of **non-verbal communication** or non-vocal communication in which visible bodily actions communicate particular messages, either in place of, or in conjunction with, **speech**. Gestures include movement of the **hands**, **face**, or other parts of the **body**. Gestures differ from physical non-verbal communication that does not communicate specific messages, such as purely **expressive displays**, **proxemics**, or displays of **joint attention**. Gestures allow individuals to communicate a variety of feelings and thoughts, from contempt and hostility to approval and affection, often together with **body language** in addition to **words** when they speak.

Into the wild movie is one of the most true story movie. This movie tell about how a man looking for freedom and move from the bad life to the life what he want. He is Christopher Johnson Candles. In this movie the researcher found many emotional expression such as: happy, sad, and anger. The researcher interest to analyze this because to give some information for the reader what kind of emotional expression content in this movie and also the meaning.

**Research Methodology**

In this study, the data were take from the American movie “into the wild” by sean penn.

The writer watches, observes, and listens carefully to the words which means to emotional expression by speaker in the movie into the wild as the sources of the data. the writer will descriptive method. Descriptive method is the method of the research that is done on the fact and phenomena that are found and exist in the society.

**Result and Analysis**

the writer presents discussion and findings of the research which studies kind and meaning of emotional expression in into
the wild movie, kind of emotional expression found in into the wild are in the form of words and phrases. The sentence are in the kind of adjective, noun, and verb with various meanings. The kind and meanings of emotional expression are presented in the following discussions.

Datum 1.
-Angry

1. Billie : well, your father and i wanna give a present to you.
   Walt : We want to get you out of that junker.
   Chris : what's a junker??

From the data above, the writer analyzes it as angry expression. The utterance ‘We want to get you out of that junker” what's a junker?? Show the emotional expression of angry. Walt said we want to get you out of junker, he mock at christoper when they sit in the restaurant.walt and his children take a sit in the restaurant to get a party of christoper graduated junker refers to chris old car. He did’nt want their parent to change his old car. Chris cannot accept it he protected by express his emotion and with loud intonation by saying “whats a junker” it is great car in the context of dialogue means “angry.” because the word junker is meaning for car.

Datum 2.

Chris : A new car? Why the hell would I want a _____ new car? The Datsun runs great.
   Chris :Do you think I want some fancy boat? Or are you worried about what the neighbors might think?

From the above, the writer find angry expression in the utterance “A new car? Why the hell would I want a new car? The Datsun runs great”. This utterance indicates an angry expression by chris to his parent, christoper angry to his parent because. He at the restaurant his father want to give anew car he shocked why his father think about that. His face became red and his intonation suddenly high and say “A new car? Why the hell would I wanta new car? The Datsun runs great.

” in the context of meaning in this dialogue is angry because chris feel angry to his parent, the car runs great they wanna change it.

Datum 3.

Chris:Do you think I want some fancy boat? Or are you worried about what the neighbors might think?
Billie: We weren't going to get you a Cadillac, Chris. Just a nice new car that's safe to drive.

Billie: You don't know when that thing's just going to suddenly blow up.

From the data above, the writer finds angry expression in the utterance ‘Do you think I want some fancy boat? Or are you worried about what the neighbors might think?’ This utterance indicates angry expression. At the restaurant Chris is angry to his parents and he mocks Billie about the cadillac. With a sight like a sword he see his father full anger and he protect his old car and say Do you think I want some fancy boat? Or are you worried about what the neighbors might think? He said like that because he think they parent cares about their image that’s the reason he want to give a new car. Have a context of meaning angry. Angry about his parent thing.

- SAD
Datum 5.

Carrine: Dad had been the young genius that NASA enlisted to do crucial designs for the American satellite radar systems that would be our answer to the Russian Sputnik. And mom and he later started up a consulting firm combining her get-up-and-go resourcefulness with his wealth of knowledge. By the time the company actually made its first million

Carrine: The careerism and money seemed to erase her memory of the promise she'd made us

In the data above, it is a sad emotional expression the utterance ‘The careerism and money seemed to erase her memory of the promise she'd made us’. Show an emotional of sad. Carrine feel sad and the tears come stream when he tell more about flash back in his family and what they does for her and Christopher they always focussed about working hard for their finnance, and they forget that they still have a couple of children around them. The careerism and money seemed to erase her memory of the promise she'd made us”. The context of meaning in this dialogue is sad. The reason is careers is the point of their life in this world.

Datum 7.

Carrine: Walt suddenly collapses to his knees weeping, heartbroken and ashamed on a quiet Annandale street in the shadowless light of dusk.
From the data above, the writer analyzes it is indicated to sad expression. The utterance is *heartbroken and ashamed on a quiet Annandale street*. This situation happen walt walk around his house with depress face and upset about chris condition the effect of that walt suddenly collapse In the anandale street he really depressed about his son , they don’t know what he can to know where his son now. He fell broken hearth and feel embarrassing as a father. *heartbroken and ashamed on a quiet Annandale street* the context of meaning this statement show sad expression. He fell sad about his loosing son Chris.

Datum 8.

*Carine : But by the end of July we hadn't heard anything from him.anything from him and my parents were getting very worried.*

*Carrine : walt with his arms around billie in the yard.*

From the data above the writer analyze it is a sad expression. The utterance is “*But by the end of July we hadn't heard anything from him and my parents were getting very worried*”. Carine tell about the parent worried. They worry about christoper,In the end of july christoper parent still have no information aout chris.is he still alive, still breathing, is he eat or no is he still life or die. There is no information from chritoper to his parent. The word “*By the end of julywe had’nt heard anything from him .and my parents were getting very worried*”. The context of meaning in this statement is sad. Sad means to the parents worried about where are chris now and what happen with him.

-HAPPY

Datum9

*Chris : My grades are gonna be good enough,i think, to get into Harvard.*

*WALT :That's a big deal. What do you have lef in your college fund?*

*CHRIS :It's an inheritance, dad.*

*I've only been spending it as a college fund...Exactly twenty-four thousand five hundred dollars and sixty-eight cents.*

*BILLIE:That's very specific.*

From the data above this statement shown happy expression. The utterance is ”*My grades are gonna be good enough,i think, to get into Harvard Law*”. When he sit in the restaurant with his parent they feel happy with a big smile he say that he get a good mark and can join in harvard law. He
make his parent proud to him. “My grades are gonna be good enough, i think, to get into Harvard Law”, this statement means to happy expression. The context of meaning this statement is happy. It is happy because with his good mark he can get a sit in Harvard law and he make his parents proud to him.

Conclusion

After analysis the data, the writer concludes that emotional expression is an feeling. By the feeling people know what are the emotional expression in human being. by the feeling people can shown angry, mockery, sad, and happy. Emotional expression is special thing. It is not only used in the linguistics formal paper but also in the script movie.

The form of emotional expression in this paper is angry, sad, mockery, happy. Angry, sad, mockery, and happy expression is interesting point in this research. We also can find the meaning of emotional expression. The meaning of emotional expression can find out with contextual, denotative, and connotative meaning.

The writer find the emotional expression from scriptmovie. In this scriptmovie all ot of emotional expression find here and ready to analyze.

2 Suggestion

The writer realizes that the analysis of the research is simply enough still far from being perfect. The writer hopes that the research can be useful not only for the writer but also other researchers in the future who want continue about emotional expression. The study is limited to the form and meaning of emotional expression. In the future the writer hopes that it can be modify and develop. Emotional expression is good to use to make more interesting for the readers.

The writer suggests some other researchers, who might be interested to study other aspect of the research especially in emotional expression aspect. The writer hopes this research can be useful for the writer and readers. The writer suggests to other writers who might be interested to continue this research with same topic that is about Into the Wild movie..
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